SAP Ariba has joined forces with Standard Chartered Bank to make financial supply chain solutions more accessible for customers through the Ariba Network. Through this, buyers on Ariba Network can seamlessly manage their payments and supply chain finance needs within the platform, while their suppliers can get quicker access to financing and foreign exchange via Standard Chartered’s global network.

STANDARD CHARTERED’S FINANCIAL SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

- **Financing**: Buyers can enable their suppliers to get access to financing through Ariba Network at different stages: purchase orders, invoices, and approved invoices
- **Payments**: Buyers can pay their suppliers through Standard Chartered, with straight through payments processing on Ariba Network
- **Foreign Exchange**: Suppliers can choose which currency to be paid in and access FX at cheaper rates through Standard Chartered’s global network

Seamless experience on a single platform

Leverage existing SAP Ariba connectivity and maximise ROI on Ariba by easily enabling financial supply solutions at no extra software licensing cost

Stronger supplier relationships

Facilitate better access to financing and other services for your suppliers, giving them flexible working capital to fulfill orders on time

Working Capital Optimisation

Manage terms and optimise working capital, ensuring you have the liquidity you need to minimize disruptions to your business and supply chain

Learn more about our financial ecosystem partners at ariba.com or contact your customer engagement executive.